Your element: Fire
Your ruling planets: Jupiter
Symbol: The Centaur
Your stone: Yellow sapphire, golden topaz, ruby and red coral
Life Pursuit: Magnanimous, honest, expansive, generous, reckless, extroverted, proud,
larger than life, free
Vibration: I Expand
Secret Desire I am generous and loving to myself as well as others

Sagittarius is undoubtedly one of the most positive of the star signs. You were born under
the ninth sign, which is ruled by Jupiter. Jupiter’s traditional name was Jove, hence your
jovial attitude.
You’re extremely confident in whatever you do. Being one of the luckiest signs, fortune
seems to favour you, whether you plan things or not. That’s also the reason you don’t mind
taking the odd risk or two. You feel as if you can’t possibly lose. This almost cocky attitude is
something that attracts people to you.
You’re also very enthusiastic, and this is contagious — people can’t help but feel the same
way in your presence.
Because people like you so much, they want to help you achieve your goals. But sometimes
your life objectives are colossal — those arrows seem to shoot much further than the eye
can see. Your philosophy is to bite off more than you can chew and then chew as fast as you
can.
People around you will sometimes feel that you’re overly ambitious, and that your aims are
pie in the sky. This is not likely to change you: you’d always rather aim high and take on the
adventure of life than get to the end of the road regretting that you didn’t have a good go at
making your dreams come true.
One of your primary lessons in life will be related to this. You will need to learn that there
are limits to what you’re capable of, and how to recognize them. Making sure your goals are
actually practical enough to be achieved is another side of this one.
You have a great sense of timing, and know just when to make your move. This is because
Sagittarius also governs knowledge, wisdom and spirituality. You know you can trust your
gut feeling, so call on it when you need it.
Personal growth and understanding is a key aspect of your personality. You hate the idea of
waltzing blindly through life without understanding — or finding — its meaning. This seems
like a bit of a contradiction, because you’re quite a party animal too, but you do have this
deeper side to your character.
So you’re constantly looking for meaning in your life, trying to figure out what makes the
world tick, and planning and dreaming about how you can extract the maximum benefit
from your time here. This is vitally important to you, so you’ll go to great lengths to find
what you’re searching for.
Your totem, the Centaur, which is half man and half beast, describes you and the way you
live your life perfectly. The Centaur has a bow and arrow and is aiming at the sky. This is you
to a T. High ambition.

Because you are so positive, you see the possibilities as endless. You never take no for an
answer, and you always see the cup as half full, not half empty. Adventure is your second
name, and you will have a strong desire to travel and seek out new experiences. Visiting
different countries and exploring diverse cultures will add to your all-round happiness. This
curiosity also comes with a dose of restlessness, though.
You have a genuine interest in getting to the truth and be part of whatever environment
you’re in, but you are easily bored if the mental stimulation is missing. This is especially true
when we put ‘Sagittarius’ in the same sentence as ‘relationship’.
Lots of people don’t get where you’re coming from. You’re serious about relationships, but
you need a ton of stimulation and variety to keep love alive. You love to flirt and show off,
but you need to be careful with this — if you’re in a relationship it will cause problems.
You love freedom, and this applies to relationships, your family situation and your work:
you hate anyone tying you down. It’s as if you’re Peter Pan and want to stay forever young
and free. You’ll need to balance this passion for independence with some responsibility and
commitment sooner or later.
You’re a gambler in life, with money as well as with relationships, but you always seem to
land on your feet. Even when you lose, which you do from time to time, your light-hearted
and optimistic nature means you believe you’ll get it together again soon, without any
trouble. And strangely, that’s usually true.
Your independent and free nature, though it’s one of your biggest assets, could cause you
some difficulties. You are likely to expect everyone you come into contact to give you the
freedom you want. People around you have to learn that this is an absolutely basic
requirement for you.
At work, if you’re not allowed to make choices about how you do your work, you won’t
work at your best. You rely very much on yourself, and if your employers give you a free
hand, you’ll do great work — people will see this side of your personality at its best.
We said earlier that Jupiter is psychic, and that you have keen foresight. That sixth sense is
behind many of the decisions you make, and the more you trust that higher power, the
more rewarding your life will be. Your decisions will usually be correct.
Overall, you see life as a challenge, but also as a grand adventure in which you must play
your part fearlessly. Nothing much will hold you back, and even when the odd adversity
arises you’ll see it as part of your learning curve and accept it with a smile.

THREE CLASSES OF SAGITTARIUS
November 23 - December 2
Born between the 23rd November and 2nd December you are a true Sagittarian and will
exhibit the traits mentioned here in full. Always optimistic and ready for an adventure, life
will be full of pleasure and unexpected good fortune.

December 3 - December 12
If your birth date falls between 3rd December and 12th December fiery Mars and Aries as
well as Sagittarius rule you. You are a spicier and more hot-tempered class of Sagittarian
and are always on the go but can also get yourself into hot water with your impulsive
nature. Physical by nature, sports will be an important component of keeping yourself
stable and peaceful.

December 13 - 22
The third group of Sagittarians born between the 13th and 22nd December are co-ruled by
the Sun and Leo. The majestic royal solar energies endow you with an incredibly strong
sense of self and also the likelihood of tremendous success personally and financially. You
will also develop a more spiritual attitude.

Sagittarius - Scorpio Cusp
Being born on the borderline of the star sign before you, or after you, means that you have
some of the qualities from that sign. This can be a subtle effect on your personality and
character and you may have heard people mention that they are not “typical” of their sign
and it is likely he or she will be a cusp baby.
If you are born on the borderline of Sagittarius and Scorpio, i.e. between the 22nd and 27th
November, this has the impact on your personality of making you rather intense. The
influence of Scorpio on the Sagittarian cusp baby is that some of your rather laidback

attitude is diminished and makes you a bit more forceful than your typical Sagittarian
brothers and sisters.
Jupiter, your Sagittarian ruler, combined with Mars and Pluto makes you a person who
thinks not just big, but HUGE. There is no challenge too big for you to handle and in fact you
thrive on tension - filled moments where you can shine by proving that you can cope with
the pressures and show how capable you really are.
You are a ‘big picture’ person Sagittarius and have an almost unshakeable belief in yourself
and your capabilities. You are able to create the life you feel you deserve and have tenacity
and willpower that will put others in the shade, even other Sagittarians.
As both Scorpio and Sagittarius have intuitive powers, this gives you an edge in
understanding human nature and the ability to manipulate the circumstances to your own
benefit. As well as this you have an incredible sense of timing that enables you to capitalise
on opportunities as and when they present themselves. You waste no time in achieving
whatever success is put in front of you.
The combination of Sagittarius and Scorpio in your nature can cause inner conflicts for you
from time to time. This shows up when people cross swords with you as you have a difficult
time working out whether you should really wreak vengeance on them, which would be the
way Scorpio would handle it, or go down the Sagittarian path of justice, mercy and a
peaceful resolution.
You need to understand that in life being quietly assertive is often the best bet. There is no
necessity to take things to extreme, whether you are thinking with the Sagittarian or Scorpio
intellect.
Teaching comes easy to you and this is in part from the Jovian sign under which you are
born. You can lead others to a sense of self - understanding with your wealth of experience
and often, much of your knowledge is gained from your personal experiences rather from
the words of others in book form. You have a wealth of personal and often humorous
anecdotes that also serves as knowledge to others.

Sagittarius - Capricorn Cusp
If you are born between 14th and 21st December you will have the Sagittarian/Capricorn
influence. Unlike the previous Sagittarius/Scorpio blend of energies which makes for a
rather intense and aggressive individual, you will be much more reticent and more
conservative.
Individuals born on this cusp are likely to be a rather toned down version of the usually
exuberant and enthusiastic ‘take the world by the tail’ type of Sagittarian. You will more

than likely be cautious and prudent but at the same time you will love life but not make
decisions quite as impulsively as the ‘typical’ Sagittarian.
You have a strong sense of security and like to hold your dollars more tightly, which is not a
well - developed trait in most Sagittarians. They are more ‘easy come, easy go’ and think
that tomorrow will take care of itself – somehow.
The ruling planets of Jupiter and Saturn, which rule Sagittarius and Capricorn respectively,
are diametrically opposed forces in nature. This has the influence of making your
personality move up and down from extreme highs to very flat lows. Your lesson in life will
be to find the happy medium, and if this can be achieved you will experience life in a whole
new way.
Although Sagittarians are trusting of others, with the impact of Capricorn on your
temperament, you may hold back a little more until you get to know them better. Until you
are comfortable with them you won’t reveal too much about yourself and will keep them at
arm’s length.
Capricorn may make you overly concerned with money, thereby keeping the carefree side
of Sagittarius at bay. This could cause conflicts by feeling guilty about not working hard
enough or not having enough money as opposed to wanting to be free with your cash

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Aquarius
Sagittarius and Aquarius: a quite interesting combination!
Sagittarius is interested in his/her personal freedom and in the permanent adventure of
life; Aquarius is interested in the welfare of the human kind and in the freedom of the
human being in general.
If Sagittarius and Aquarius meet on these positions, the planet and the human kind will
have a safe future, because it will make both of them so fervent that few minds will have
such moments of foreseeing and intellectual prophecy.

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Capricorn
Very different and still very similar!
Do you find such a couple weird? Do you think it's impossible for an eternal fire of great
human affective values to burn on the high Olympus?
Think of the equilibrium a mature and responsible Capricorn can offer a Sagittarius, and of
the joy and optimism a warm, brave and lively Sagittarius can bring to a Capricorn!
What a special sense of measure appears when the principle of expansion (Jupiter) meets
the principle of contradiction (Saturn)! What a sense of humour a Capricorn can prove and
how temperate the adventurer Sagittarius can become

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Sagittarius
They say that, in such cases, the two are too similar not to contradict and different enough
not to get bored with each other.
The solution is for a more "earthly" Sagittarius (whose guiding quality is more developed) to
find a more "metaphysical" Sagittarius (whose theoretical side is more active), so that the
one capable of putting things into practice to be able to help the one able to think.

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Scorpio
The abyss of passion or the intensity of sublimation?
Don't you find it extremely exciting for a Mars sign and a Jupiter one to enter the game of
love?
Sagittarius likes feeling safe and as hidden as possible in order to live the affective and
erotic union with extreme voluptuousness. (S)He aspires either to become dependent on
the person (s)he loves through possessive attachment or to sublimate his/her harsh side in
an elevated and sublime relationship.
Scorpio likes reaching the peaks of light and spirit, whether to reflect a hypostasis of
Heaven through love, or to enjoy, in his/her well-known selfishness, an overwhelming
fulfilment.

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Pisces
Compassion or boldness?
Well, you should know that there is love out of compassion, and this is only because Pisces'
great and sensitive heart is ready to sacrifice for the happiness of a Sagittarius that aspires
to discovering the fundamental truths of the human existence.
This is what Pisces dreams of: for someone to find some help in the sacrifice (s)he is willing
to make for a great love, because this is his/her nature, to bring the other one to an equal
level and then hug him/her along with the cause that (s)he is embracing.
How can a Sagittarius not like the fact that someone "burns" for the same purpose? How
can a Sagittarius not like the fact that someone is at his/her feet?

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Libra
How much poetry and what a perspective!
How much love and romanticism, what a beautiful experience in the eyes of the world,
lived voluptuously and with the conviction that, through them, the affective tragedy of the
world will have a turning point and everybody will suddenly become noble and better!
Sagittarius and Libra can live exceptional love stories every minute and they can easily
discuss about what is right and wrong in this life!
How much order they dream of bringing into the human condition and how much credit
they take to themselves for the new aesthetic direction of the times they live!

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Aries
Do you, by any chance, feel like you were in a tournament?
Sagittarius sees things from a higher level, (s)he likes exploring and for this reason, an Aries
will always help him/her start wonderful things.
It's a kind of love at first sight in which two sparks meet and dream, in a second, of a
completely different future.
There is a fascinating energy here that could take you out of time and could lead you to a
special incandescence, emotionally or mentally - not as overwhelming as a Leo's, but
explosive enough, tending to burn down very quickly though!

So be careful about this Fire that could make everything burn in a minute if it is not
properly directed

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Virgo
Two signs that can heal each other!
A very interesting, exciting but risky combination. Fire can burn away the drainage of the
Earth and Earth can diminish the flames of a possible Fire. Both Sagittarius and Virgo are
mental signs in the true sense of the word and they also have a common tendency towards
the religious aspects of life.
But Virgo can often suffer because of Sagittarius' lack of responsibility when it comes to
lasting feelings while Sagittarius can hardly stand Virgo's spirit of sacrifice and
unconditioned commitment to sometimes lost causes.
Sagittarius sees things from his/her Olympian height while Virgo suffers because of the
misery of life right from its roots. Sagittarius is a well-known extravagant, and Virgo is
economical and tidy.

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Taurus
My God, what an adventure and what luxury! On the other hand, what a change!
A Taurus native likes living in comfort, having all (s)he needs and enjoying life while a
Sagittarius native likes taking risks to feel the excitement to the full.
It's true that Sagittarius would like moving around a little while Taurus would appreciate a
cosy, protective place after wandering for a long time. Especially when she is a Sagittarius
and he is a Taurus! A sort of long-distance faithfulness appears and, paradoxically, it always
brings fresh air to the relationship.
If he is a Sagittarius and she is a Taurus, we can live story times around this couple, times in
which the man was the explorer that left on a journey, like in a fairy tale of initiation, and
the woman was a kind of "mater familiar", setting undying values during his absence.

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Gemini
Isn't it as the wind blows? Yes, it is! Isn't the Air the one keeping the fire burning? Doesn't
the absence of Air put out any Fire? The whole thing is for a favourable wind to blow in the
right direction so that the Fire continues to burn constantly and completely! Even if the Air
is "the Little One" (Mercury) and the Fire "the Big One" (Jupiter).
Yes, a Sagittarius-Gemini relationship relies on words and mental complementary universes
but, if you don't avoid shallowness (characteristic of the Gemini), you could become two
completely parallel universes before you know it!
Fortunately, Sagittarius' burning nature can melt the informational coldness of the partner
located on the other side of the zodiac, reminding Gemini that love must be "felt", not
"rationalized".

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Cancer
Aren't you, dear Sagittarius, suffering from affective generosity by any chance? It would be
good if you wondered sometimes, in order to avoid sufferance caused by strong emotions.
The Sagittarius-Cancer couple can make some sentimental mistakes precisely due to the
profound love they are capable of. This is why their common lesson is the sense of measure.
Because Cancer is extremely sensitive and sympathetic, and Sagittarius is extremely
overwhelming and protective, they often end up sparing each other of the possible
sufferings, convinced that this way they avoid hurting their feelings.
For example, neither of them dares say what (s)he doesn't like about the other one directly
- because Cancer is afraid of being abandoned, and Sagittarius is not concerned with the
question of truth when loving. That's why we can never know what is going to happen to
the Sagittarius-Cancer couple

Sagittarius sign compatibility with Leo
Sagittarius and Leo! The real power of Fire!
Hard to believe, but that's the way it is! Sagittarius wants to save everything, Leo wants to
spend everything! Sagittarius always reflects him/herself; Leo always looks for everything
for him/herself! Leo builds his/her own royalty, Sagittarius follows a metaphysical or
spiritual royalty when (s)he crosses the barriers of a more elevated mental universe of
Water signs (that are preoccupied with rather earthly issues).

If general aspects support their capacity of highlighting what they have best, the
Sagittarius-Leo couple is most often a special, even excellent combination. They can
symbolize the pure hedonist or the authentic athirst for lofty truths. They can wander
happily at the weekend, as well as they can prefer the idyllic aspects of a romantic life.

Uranus will encourage Sagittarius' house of love between 2011 and 2018. Its electrifying
influence will be characterized by variations, novelty, unexpected changes or situation
reversals.
The first part of 2014 will be full from this point of view: incited by the opposition with Mars
(the ruler of Sagittarius' house of love) and by the squares with Pluto and with Jupiter (the
ruler of your sign), Uranus will have the power to apply a series of electric shocks to you,
and it could even reconfigure the romantic and sexual picture for you radically.
As you like strong emotions, though, and you have the wonderful quality of optimism, you
might find these turbulences revigorating or take them as a chance to explore new
territories.
As regards old or official relationships, they can be troubled especially by problems related
to children, pregnancy or sexuality.
Except for the Uranus-like adventures, between May 7th and July 13th 2014 you'll have to
deal with some of the Mercury type. Being in the cycle of retrograde movement, Mercury
will stay in Sagittarius' house of relationships more than usual.
The phenomenon will be the more interesting as Mercury is precisely the ruler of this
house. The transit will express more intense preoccupation for the couple or for the partner
and it is to be expected that it'll bring significant events.
Because Mercury will have a short stopover in one of Sagittarius' financial houses, it is very
likely that a money-related topic will be in the centre of attention.
Things will be more difficult to control in the period June 7th – July 1st 2014, when Mercury
is actually retrograde, but they will completely clear up in July.
Moreover, in July 2014 everything will clear up, meaning that even the Uranus-like storms
will calm down, and the rest of the year will be peaceful and harmonious.
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